
Imagining particles of Politics:
(which covers human existence in the modern age)

We shall remember them, the living and the dead;
their feigning frenzied cries in the heat of Panama fan,
laying with bandages, in uniforms torn.

Restless and wrestling with this disorderly distress,
of which even mighty Kong resided,
in an Asia Minor unified as an Anti-sentimentalist, minion all.

The scorn, scarred feet, his hands like souls,
pierced for an eternal December, for some, Gregorian;
wherein inherent doubt, residing no longer amongst us,

in leaking mortality.
Sweat, blood, saliva, heaving breath pushes the dirt shuffling,
beyond a cobbled, winding tunnel of a street.

Free men, masons who composed and then corrupted,
these leathery digits;
watching the same, a shameful scene.

Shrapnel defining the need for time,
and again, they destroyed Babel and Carthage;
of which I remembered not in all bar name.

Tongues, these Iron tongues of Tsar, the butcher;
long since butchered by his own.
Subjects, one and all who, pitchfork and lantern hold,

unawares of the curse cast by Gypsy King, the cost?
Like the XIVth in Royal chambers,
or court of which even that accursed name, glorified.

Agamemnon sanctified, is he, beneficiary of jewellery;
the finest trade of Artaxerxes, who, with Alexandrian,
tames the beast, soothing it with Harp.

“Elysium is no more” the song chimes,
Romulus would smile to a ghost;
Goethe unknown, ye crying Remus.

Wolves lurking, privy to the unpreparedness,
famine, war, disease and sickness;
a price for life abundant, decided long ago.

So many millennia, in sore houses stored, emptiness and dust;
with testimony for the survivors,
atrocity bases its mandate on aristocratic autocracy.

The rule is to the reduction of valour true,
birthdays surprise, a shield and leather;
far from the leathering and treatment of treacherous treason.

This casual insult, on the tip of my tongue,
with spear composed of some word or other,
branches at the root, not of birch or oak nor mahogany.



In flat Savannah, heats wave like vibration through air,
still, standing shoulder to shoulder, Legionnaires lost;
singing hymns against the edict of carried rosary beads.

Idolatrous crass meandering words snake across the image,
the cross and hallowed crown of thorn, the origin of idolatry,
the first sin being a memory and prefabricated, manufactory silent.

The newspaper headline reads passion in Magdalene,
all is not lost, with jostling crowns in hands,
Calvary has a crowd of Philistine kings, sheckles none the richer.

Notre Dame is modelled by Gargoyle macabre,
dancing their Gothic sentimental dances;
to beats that tilled land, Slavery the musical.

Energy from feet, and saddened faces growing angry,
for the lack of a word for him,
call him dog, unwise, cur or some other name naive.

The peasant king is bemused, unimpressed;
for this proletariat, consuming for their word,
a democracy compelled, challenging mannerism.

Unbounded ship, hope of a freedom undivided,
attention turns to the human, endeavours to rise to the challenge,
Attrition ad nauseam, this knowledge and its development.

Turing knew nothing of Hawkings Radiation,
Neither would our lord, Kitchener,
witness to the fall of a garden wall in Berlin.

Tienanmen, lotus flowers, blue and flavoursome,
Grey is the earl, his lady countess drunk;
uncouth lemon and sugar, added milk for preference.

Still the prescription looming,
still the insurance, a conscription desires more;
this short sighted, narrow tunnel vision.

Roosevelt, E; died she, in vain, unknown to succeeding generations,
hers was the legacy of feminism;
this struggle to end genital mutilation.

Enforced child marriage becomes emotional counselling,
the discourse ends with circumcised heart;
my betrothed.

Declaration of Arbroath, all that once was human,
the similitude of a struggle;
out of bed if I must, to sofa resume the bedding.

Depressive anxiousness on sweaty palm greases forehead,
thunder follows luminosity, yet upwards, ever upwards;
clambering towards a heavenly staircase in the ground or sky.

Babylon, in Ethiopia his mind turns,
all men, women and children began,
forming an Eden where there was a garden non-existent.



Bellicose nation foul, with organs associated with lifeblood,
the butchered faces; hammered souls and cut soles,
spittal spilt, blessed with blood to save and not harm.

Until this day, there was no need of Hippocrates,
the doctor swears before the occupation is named;
harming an oath as a centurions daughter rises from deep sleep.

All men will qubits, driven through bright pixelated fields of cotton,
land observed from the sky, I have seen nothing more;
this lens, pious as the daily prayer.

Through mud, trundling, trudging, they reason not why,
countryside serene, with poppies, this old man of Europe;
this sickness and disease is starving me, lack of consumption.

Painless is the day, wooden Katana and civil opium,
tea, we each of remember them on that day,
only to remember the next group of recruits.

Happy is the miser, in poverty speaking ill of the farmer,
the bakers daughter, rosy cheeks and smile,
the bakers daughter, rosy cheeks and frown.

Who, having been slain by none other,
this niggarding, prating fool, an English bard strands;
snippets of shallow memory, my tundra, a tempest.

Say little, nothing in fact, be mute,
as the day I was born, I said nothing;
as did she, pennies ringing in an empty purse.

Ode to this cruel tyrant, king of sea or Icarus;would be lord cretin
worshipped, who flies to sun;
only to fal from the heavens, wingless.

Icarus, who’s sight is removed, burnt eyeballs without recognition,
struggles to read, to write, to see; they fall from sockets;
fumbles and feels his way through a darkened age.

Still, down, down Icarus, down to Cyclops and further still down,
World trade slows for the mage has blessed us with cursing,
whilst ravenous and blind, scarred feet and hands search aimlessly.

The sacred scarred feet and hands; with every footstep,
pain with every footstep,
steadily pain grows with every footstep.

Unstill this rolling head, executioners blade dripping,
we eat what food we find comfort in;
though the bleeding gums corroded resume.

With lungs filled with water, this is pneumonia.
Other lung willed with smoke,
scarred and unhealing lungs.

We remember them still, suitcases packed, flotilla floats,
this your armada of mercy gargantuan;
turn the other cheek, sigh even.



Today, he has redeemed a dream of yesterdays bygone,
dreaming of utopia is an island on its own;
lost to the murmuring, musing valleys filled with vineyard.

In this moderation of all things, lack is in equal measure shared,
and yet still, amongst all the lacking, this hunger resides on streets;
parasol unfolded, dogs, homeless rights, solarium mortem.

A foot slips in memory, forty days in full,
the isolation of temptation in the wilderness,
‘where is he’, reply says a lot, reply says little.

Nothing, in fact, for mute as the day she was born, as with I,
Pennies ring in purse, neglecting my own acceptance of infirmity.
Until in old age and adage from your youth returns;
meta-physicalism over existentialism, leading me to aphorism.

Driven insane, like the woman, with sword and armour,
an arc protects from rain, memory lingers;
the Arc protects from armada, defending nation.

Armour glistening in sun, ultraviolet radiation reflected,
downpour begins to the call of an entire army;
her only fear is the plague, times poor hand.

Vision is to fight on land and sea, against pagan,
chain unbound, only to turn to noose loosened,
if only to turn away, to watch excitedly, cheering on the impending.

Temperature of childless agony rises,
without warning a final descent, the final descent of man;
this is his son, with whom he is well, proud.

With scarred feet, broken back scarred by the same whip,
bar that bore musket and lance;
camping for a cannon, to pebbles anew.

Through forest, thick with unreachable peaks and troughs,
trampled until polar reach recedes;
can you unlearn humility, to climb though reeds, palm trees also?

Lay down Legionnaires weary, lost and lacking direction,
shield and sword of the Saracen forged,
led begging further for this girl possessed with burning.

School of witchcraft trials, the condemned,
Yet a government, in this, his story, his poverty;
in this they teach witchcraft and tales of the riches of others.

Mary, his mother and Magdalene, both watch it raised,
shoulders release pressure, heart rate reduces;
all this for a moment, as croud jeers and shouts.

She remembers him; his journey in womb,
amongst sheep and goats and all other manner of smelly creatures;
with land creatures he, the child who would be saviour must lay.

This Aenid, this epic, the tale of the burning of temple,



of a war for family, for friend, for burning child;
clothes removed for the heat on burning back, Hiroshima.

Just another day, coffee signals the same change to be repeated,
a vast room, an expanse in his cavern, as nail upon bitter nail;
through fingered stumps protrude.

Bitter nail strikes arm and feet to perfection,
Zeus, you have killed the last of us;
the only god amongst men, poor Hercules.

The speed of a man on fire, tied to a horse,
this man without mother or father; cursing life for all its worth,
whilst across the border, a wife straps it to chest, and rocks the earth.

The Queen of land green, the last in the line of a Scotland deceased,
I will remember you, though my father does not;
does he comfort, where no comfort is found of his own?

Knowledge of the first men becomes his last Amen, ravenous,
“I say, you there!”, Cain, is this painting of man? ‘why won’t he fight?’;
His brother looks on and then murder is born through envious greed.

Cast out for all eternity, but remembered within,
like Elephants extinct on this coil of morality;
to eat the last of the Rhino’s, temptation calls.

Feasting on flesh repugnant ensues,
distasteful delusion in disdain is this study of history by one;
an oily varnished canvass with gold leaf frame.

For the elucidation of another, temptation ends and,
unwittingly in fear of the evil one, he begins a journey;
spreading the good news of the coming of the kingdom.

His fear at the lack of faith, the lack of progress,
Change must come or the heavenly glory will be missed;
The lion killer becomes ‘eater of men’, man-eater.

An army of clay, constructed underground,
not unlike Pharaohs memory entombed;
dry bones and gold to remain hidden forever, whilst starvations subjection.

Pharaoh's tomb, to remain hidden, until that starry night,
without foresight or memory, by then old,
the aged wrinkle of crinkled greying hair, a pimple.

Blemished is this heart and soul,
nervous to see sunrise lose its lustre;
eye’s turn from believer, thief to unrepentant witness.

Last of them, lost, whom in darkness of twilight,
he too remembers the grimace of doubt;
the fear of being found in Laodecea.

Captive audience remains entrenched, nay enriched by the memory,
of the evil one, this man, made of other men;
made of other men’s bodies.

His memories are not his own,



hands wish only to kill, feet only to escape their human prison,
suddenly on angels wing, a call to find peace on shore.

On pebbled beach, he traces the journey through memory,
this journey of metal shard, gunpowder;
and its flashing trigger.

Seek and you will find him, deny him not,
Aesthetically pleasing is his uniform, whilst peering eye, and ear;
a military age conforming to the perfection of the age.

A complete revolution of the sphere remains,
unified and disjointed in harmony, his legacy;
this heartbeat ticking, gliding and consuming.

He feeds on fear, terror and nightmarish ghoul,
all for one child of man born, precendent;
descended of a line holy, but behold his holiness.

His lonely, blackened eye, in holiness,
and frailty in white linen,
this, our holiness, supreme in god-like stature.

Man, long protested in processions of flags,
and this banner has no tartan, plain rags;
collected and sewn together to make old thing new.

For in his eyes, Persia exists still to Alexandria unending,
Alexandria’s conquered martial law;
of this law, there are many existent.

In this, a shared ideology of conquest, shared in totality,
this judgement of continued self, loathing in savage nature;
oh carousel with king of the gypsy men.

Alone in his field, mind racing to fruition,
nay, anger unquenching, as star swallows and consumes;
Fuming fury from crumpled brow, his vengeance is rage.

Imploding as he impales his own face amongst the street of a prince,
a castle built on volcanic rock, witnesses the same blood spilt;
tirelessly transmission of Eritrean remission to Falkland continued.

Tired and tumorous accursed twanging of stringed thing,
Is there hope for this future generation, in this age forsaken?
Herein lies, part time slaying of tattooed demon three.

Where this crucifix remains in one eye,
as if to ward off Legions many faces, towards victim next;
for fear of pigs, their sty and bath muddied.

Slothfully, the intelligence of Legion, the pig demon,
extinguisher of extinguished pigs lives;
gluttoning the last breath of these pigs bereft of hope.

Last look upon rocky outcrop, and then their last breath,
over cliff, trotter falls to impending doom;
only for an independent merchant to be consumed with laughter.



Icarus! Gently get thee down, down I say, down from yonder tower,bask,
bathe in the light of the moons rays;
bask. Bathe I say, in the light of the sun.

Our star, of which Earth is a satellite globe,
with Worlds End falling with water and boat and man upon island;
to Atlantis no more.

Icarus’s cousins ash tomb, frozen like pillars,
potters hand, still turning ever tarnished wheel;
he created on hallowed breath.

The ground like her face is forever to stand as a testament,
like a statue in which the memory long since desecrated,
by the Benzene change of mental synapse striking electron shell is forgotten.

Vesuvius, the mountain erupts, mounting her attack for this,
slain is this one man;
as awaiting the fog of war with the god, in his vengeance he sits.

Asking he, for repentance, god refuses for the sorrow of loss,
and sees her, the last memory;
sees he, her childhood, her anger as ground shakes and quakes.

Earth shatteringly moulded and remade from mantles crust,
to hearth of a tribe sodomised in Gomorrah;
with flaming line of liquid he watches the crows march.

Imperial bloodied Samurai battlefield, high with incline,
note the line of trees gone, the bee dying,
the Amazonian to be and the sound of shark on man, rouge in sea.

White blood cell’s redden in oxygen, and pump their way towards the last,
droplets fall for a merchant loses another fight;
gondola sinking in a cultured city composed of lights.

Water and masquerade balls, too late now,
I am too old, and never have been invited to entreat;
today is the last day.

This is the last line; for a redemption,
the sacrifice of which once lay in his hands;
forsaken mob, denizen of doubt, forgetting the sacrifice.

At what cost, would this unfaithful me, this generation,
Glued to plastic, shiny metal addiction,
a new addition of which is in your hands.


